We consider a parabolic double obstacle problem which is a version of the Allen-Cahn equation ut = A u -e~2r / r ' ( u ) in e is a small constant, and f ri s a double well potential; here we take \Jr(u) = (1-u2) when |w| ^ 1 and \Jr(u) = oo when behaviour, as e->0, of the solution of the double obstacle problem. Under some natural restrictions on the initial data, we show that after a short time (of order e2 |lne|), the solution takes value 1 in a region Q+ and value -1 in Qj, where the region £2\(I2t \J Qj) is a thin strip and is contained in either a 0 (e|lne|) or 0(e) neighbourhood of a hypersurface Pt which moves with normal velocity equal to its mean curvature. We also study the asymptotic behaviour, as oo, of the solution in the one-dimensional case. In particular, we prove that the w-limit set consists of a singleton.
Introduction
The Allen-Cahn equation ut = 2yD A u -yr/r^u)in R3 x (0 , oo) (l.
was introduced by Allen & Cahn (1979) to describe the motion of an 'anti-phase' boundary separating two phases of a poly crystalline material. Here ^:R -> R is a double well potential taking its global minimum value 0 at exactly two points 1 and -1 , and the two phases are characterized by the values 1 and -1 taken by the order parameter u. A typical choice of the potential function is ijr(u) = (u2 -l)2. With the scaling y = 1/e2, D = 2, e^O , it was proposed that for each t > 0 , the space is decomposed into t Qj, and Pt.In the first two regions, the value of u is almost equal to + 1 whereas Pt is a thin interfacial region. In addition, in the limit e = 0 the interfacial region becomes a hypersurface, called the interface, which evolves according to the mean curvature flow F = -A m, (
where V is the normal velocity of the interface and K m is the sum of its principle curvatures. Formal asymptotics showing this were carried out by Rubinstein et al. (1989) . Rigorous results have been obtained by Fife & Hsiao (1988) , Carr & Pego (1989 ,1990 , Fusco & Hale (1989) , and Fusco (1990) in the one-dimensional case and by Bronsard & Kohn (1991) , de Mottoni & Schatzman (1989) , Chen (1992) and Evans et al. (1992) in the higher dimensional case. The purpose of this paper is to study the version of (1.1) obtained by replacing the smooth double well potential xjr by 430 X.
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M < 1 > \u\ > 1 .
(1.4)
With the scaling (1.2) it follows that we study the parabolic double obstacle problem: find u (x,t) , (x,t) eQ x (0 , T ) ,s uch that for a.e.
(ut -A u-u/e2)sgn.u^:0, |w| < 1, (M -1) = 0.
(1.5)
In particular we impose the boundary condition du/dn= 0 , where Qi s a bounded domain in RN with a sufficient smooth boundary dQ. The double obstacle potential (1.4) arises naturally from a deep quench limit of the Cahn-Hilliard equation (see Blowey & Elliott 1991 . Also, as indicated below, to obtain an order parameter u bounded in the interval [ -1 , 1 ] , it is natural to choose such a double obstacle potential. Formal analysis (Blowey & Elliott 1993; Paolini & Verdi 1992) shows that the solutions of (1.5) approximate mean curvature flow. However, the double obstacle potential has special features which the smooth potential does not possess the following.
1 . The solutions of (1.5) are automatically bounded in the interval [-1,1] . Though the same is true for the simple equation (1.1) with smooth potentials, it will no longer be true when it couples with other equations. For example, the phase field model, rut -Au = (-ifr'(u) + aeO) / e2, cdt -kAd = -\lut, couples the Allen-Cahn equation (1.1) with the heat equation to describe phase transition phenomena in solidification where 6 is the temperature (see Caginalp 1986 ). Although formal analysis shows that the solutions of the phase field equations for both the smooth potential (Caginalp 1986 ) and the double obstacle potential (Blowey & Elliott 1993) tend to the same limit which is the solution of a sharp interface model, there are some differences. For smooth potentials, the phase order parameter u may not strictly lie in the interval [ -1,1] . In fact, we even do not know if u is uniformly bounded when e->0 . On the other hand, for double obstacle potentials, u remains in the interval [-1 , 1 ] and hence is easier to be understood as a phase order parameter and easier for normalization than that for smooth potentials. 2. With the double obstacle potential, one can always define the phase regions as the region where u takes values 1 or -1 and define the interfacial region as {-1 < u < 1 } since the region where u# + 1 is a thickness 0(e). However, for the smooth potentials, this may not be achieved so neatly.
3. As mentioned in 2 , for the double obstacle potential, the solution u takes exactly the values 1 or -1 in the phase regions. Consequently, the reference domain Q will generally not take any active role in the motion of the interface. Thus one can change the reference domain £2 at any time as long as it contains the interfacial region. However, for smooth potentials, the solution depends on Q. Hence careful analysis and artificial adjustment of the boundary conditions (and their com patibility) are necessary. This is of particular importance in the case when computing the pure geometric motion by mean curvature flow, where the interfacial velocity depends only on the current position of the interface. With (1.5), one can change the reference domain Q at any time whereas for (1 .1 ) with smooth potentials, extra work is expected.
4. From the numerical simulation point of view, observations 1-3 suggest that the choice of the double obstacle potential for the phase field model may be better than the smooth one. Numerical computations can be found in Blowey & Elliott (1991 ,1993 and Paolini & Verdi (1992) . In figure 1 a we display some numerical results for (1.5) using the method described in Blowey & Elliott (1993) .
5. As indicated in 3, the fixed boundary Q will not take any active role in the motion of the interface for the solution of (1.5) whereas for (1.1) with smooth potentials, the domain Q will take some active role. This is particularly significant in the one space dimensional case since there the curvature vanishes. In the one dimensional case, problem (1 .1 ) with smooth potential and with boundary condition (1 .6 ) has only a finite number of equilibria whereas for (1 .5 ), (1 .6 ), there is a continuum of them. In fact, the equilibrium for the double obstacle problem can have arbitrary number of layers of width en connecting -1 and 1 , as long as the interval Q is long enough. The set of equilibria can be decomposed into the union of finite dimensional manifolds. In this sense, the equilibria for the double obstacle problem have a richer structure than that for smooth potentials.
These observations suggest that, in some important aspects, the double obstacle potential maybe a better choice for approximating curvature dependent phase boundary motion than smooth potentials. Hence, we begin to do some rigorous analysis here for the problem (1.5), as part of a long-term programme to establish (a) the precise connection between phase field equations and curvature dependent phase boundary motion and (b) a computational methodology for approximating curvature dependent phase boundary motion by phase field models.
We note that (1.5) and (1.6) is a gradient flow for the energy functional
(1.7)
( 1.8)
The existence theory for (1.5) and (1.6) together with asymptotic long time behaviour and a comparison lemma is given in §2 . By using the method of Chen (1992) the connection with smooth mean curvature flow is rigorously established in §3. Finally, in §4 detailed and precise results concerning the asymptotic long time behaviour in one space dimension are proved.
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The double obstacle problem
In this section we briefly expose the existence and regularity theory for the parabolic variational inequality version of the Allen-Cahn equation.
(a) Existence
Let JT be as in (1.8) and^
:={rieLco(C2):\'ri(x)\^ 1 a.e.
Given ge% and T >0 we say that obstacle problem provided 
here and in the sequel, || • || := || • || L2 (C).
There exist p( = p(e)) and t*( = t*(e)) such that for each g el
l^(^) IIh1^) ^ ^ t*, ) "b II u{ t ) II H * ( C 2 )^ Pi Vf ^ t*.
There exists a positive constant
Ce >0 such that
ug is the solution corresponding to g{, i = 1,2.
Proof. The existence of a unique solution of (2.1) and the first assertion follows from the standard procedure of approximating /? by smooth functions, and the proof is omitted (see Brezis 1971 Brezis , 1973 ) for a more detailed account. The second assertion follows by multiplying equation (2.2a) by ut and integrating over Q. Since every element in is bounded by 1, the third assertion follows by the standard energy estimate. Finally, the last assertion follows by multiplying the difference of the equations satisfied by ug i and ug^ by uQ i -ug^ integrating over Q and using inequality. | 
. The semigroup {^{t)}t>0 possesses a global attractor s4 which is bounded in X . Furthermore for any ge& it holds that o)(g) c= S' and there exists a constant e such that e = S'(v), Vveoj(g).
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that {^(t)}t>t* is uniformly compact and that there exists a p such that & = {tjeX \ ||t/||hi(Q) ^ p} is existence of a global attractor is an immediate consequence of Temam (1988, theorem 1.1, p. 23) . Since there is a Lyapunov functional E ('), the second assertion follows from the integral identity (2.4).
(c) Comparison lemma Lemma 2.3. Let w e L 2(0,T ;H 1(Q)) and o)t EL2{0,T\(H 1{Q))') satisfy w(x,t) ^ 1, x (0, w(x,0)^g(x), xeQ and
Asym ptotics fo r a parabolic double obstacle problem
where f(w -u)+ ^ w(w-u)+ and u solves (2.1) with initial data gE*#. Then w^u a.e.
Proof. Taking y = (w-u)+ in (2.7) and = in (2.1c) gives a pair o inequalities which when added yield / J ^||(w -w )+||2d*.
The assertion then follows from Gronwall's inequality. ■
In the sequel, we shall also use the following comparison lemma.
Lemma 2.4. Let u be the solution o f (2.1) and Q' be an open sub boundary. Assume that a function ve W^1^' x (r, T)) satisfies
vt -A v^fi(v )/e 2, in Q 'x {t,T), v(x, t ) 1, on v{x, t) < u(x, t), on x [r, U {t}. Then 434
X . Chen and C. M . Elliott v{x,t) ^u(x,t), V(x,t)eQ ' x (T,t).
Here f ^ fi(v) means that f ^ v if ve ( -1 , 1 ) , f v
Because u solves the parabolic problem (2.2), the proof follows from standard routine techniques, namely subtracting the parabolic equations from each other, multiplying the resulting equation by ( v -, in inequality.
The comparison lemmas for supersolutions can be stated in a corresponding way and are omitted.
3. A sym ptotic behaviour as e^O
In this section we consider the asymptotic behaviour of the solution, denoted by ue, of the double obstacle problem (2.1). It is convenient to begin by describing the evolution of an interface according to its mean curvature. For more details, refer to Hamilton (1982) , Gage & Hamilton (1986) , Grayson (1987) , Huisken (1984) , Chen et al. (1991) and Evans & Spruck (1991) . Let ue (x,t) be the unique solution of (2.1) with initial data gee^ f] C{Q) satisfying 
For any non-negative (peC1 * * * (Q x (0, T)) we can compute (3.8) ge(x) < 1} is within a distance y(e) (\ize ^ y(e)) from -T0, interfacial region {xe£2\ -1 < ue(x,t) < 1} is within a distance y(e) [1 +2e2D°(] from r(t), the interface obtained from mean curvature flows starting from r o. This estimate is sharper than that obtained in Chen (1992) for smooth potentials where the estimates are only 0(e |ln e|), though the method here is adapted from there. Also, as one can see, the proof here is much simpler than that of de Mottoni & Schatzman (1989) and Chen (1992) . This may suggest that the double obstacle may be easier to deal with than the smooth potentials while it characterizes the same physical situation as the smooth potential does.
(b) For smooth potentials, Evans et al. (1992) proved that the interfacial regions of the solution of (1.1) approaches the hypersurfaces obtained from the generalized mean curvature flow, by showing that a modification of the function in (3.7) tends to the signed distance function of the generalized mean curvature flow. Their method can be adapted here to obtain the same result as theirs; however, for the sake of the context, we shall not pursue it here.
(c) Generation and 'propagation of an interface
In this section we show that, for more general initial data than considered in §36, after a short time an interface will be formed near the set r o = [xe£2: g(x) = 0} and will propagate according to motion by mean curvature. Proof. We adapt the method in Chen (1992) to prove the assertion of the Lemma. 
It follows that, by Theorems 1 and 2 of Chen (1992) there exist positive constants {c15 ev r j such that if ee (0,6j) then
Furthermore, since \ve\ ^ 1 and < f> (ve) ^ fi{ve), it follows by the comparison Lemma 2.4 that ue(x,t) ^ ve(x,t) x [0,
Thus (3.9) is proved and a similar argument proves (3.10). ■
The following lemma is valid only for the double obstacle problem and therefore it provides a special feature for the solution of (1.5). Proof. Let £( •) e C00^) satisfy £(s) = |V s < 0 , £{«) = 1 Vs ^ 1, 0 < f(s) < i , ir'(5)| < 2 VseU1.
Define ve(x, t) = i{t / c2e2) £{y(x))
where y(x) = ((\/2)ce-\/(M 2 + c2e2))/(ce(v/2 -1)).
We compare ve( •, •) with ue(xQ + •, + ') in Qce-Clearly, (i) 5 < ve(x, t) ^ 1 V(x,t)e Qce; (ii) ve(x, t) \< ue(x0 + x ,t0 + t) V(x,t)e 0T
Qce; (iii) ve(0,c2e2) = 1.
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Computation yields, for all (x,t)eQ ce, vi-Ave-~ve 1 e2 Remark 3.6. (a) In Theorem 3.5, condition (3.11) is only used to ensure that U L2~) is contained in a 0(e |ln e|) neighbourhood of T0, whereas the regularity assumption on T0 is to ensure the existence of a smooth solution to the motion by mean curvature equation. Also, the function g can be allowed to depend on e.
(b) For smooth potentials, Lemma 3.4 does not hold, so that the corresponding conclusion of Theorem 3.5 is valid only when in (3.12) and (3.13) we have ue = + 1 +o(efc) for any k > 0. (c) From (3.12) and (3.13), one sees that = 1 or 1 in the entire neighbourhood of (since we assume that the interface is strictly contained in Q). Hence, any change of the domain Q outside the interfacial region at any time has no effects on the motion of the interfacial region. However, this is not true for smooth potentials.
Asymptotic behaviour as t -> ■ oo in (a) Statement of the main result
In this section we restrict our attention to one space dimension and set (0,1). We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Remark 4.2. Since for smooth potentials, the set of equilibria is finite, the assertion of the Theorem is automatically true., However, for the double obstacle potential, £ consists of continua of equilibria, so that it would be possible that there is a limit cycle in which case the assertion of the Theorem would not hold.
Let g e^ and let ug(t) = SA(t)g be the unique solution of the dou
We have already established in §2 that o)(g)e£, so to prove the theorem we need only show that a ) ( g) consists of a single element. It is convenient to characterize £ as follows (Blowey & Elliott 1991) . A n y /e £ satisfies:/eC'1,1[0,1] and e2/ * x + / =° for xeC2J :-{ < 1, f'(x) = 0 for xeQ \Q j.
Let K be the largest integer strictly less than 1
It is obvious that if
is a solution to (4.1) and furthermore for any 0,
are equilibria. It is convenient to set
Any other solution / of (4.1) has at least one layer connecting / = 1 1 in which |/(a;)| < 1. By the definition of K, there can be at most K layers in a solution $ £ c. Therefore for each k e { i ,2,..., solutions characterized by the k+1 parameters {a;s1, ...,sk} in the following way. / = /[« ; slt ...,sk]e£k if and only if
Sj + e n < x^ sj+v 1,2,..., > 
. o)(g) is contained in one and only one
As usual, f e S is called stable if lim||3_^|^0lim su p^^ 0 and otherwise we call it unstable.
Notice that, by Sobolev's inequality and Theorem 2.1 (3) and (4), for every and g e 1 #,
That is, the L rx > stability is equivalent to the stability. It is convenient to introduce a ball Bv(f) defined by Bv(f) :={hey \\\h-f\\Loo{Q ) < v). Since every element in S0 has the lowest energy among all the equilibria, $ ^ each consists of a singleton, and for f e S 0 and §, we have for all E (9)~E (f) = E(g) ^ rf/ e2, the following conclusion follows immediately: Lemma 4.6. I ff e S 0 thenf is asymptotically stable; i.e. there exists a positive constant 8 such that l i m^ \\Ug (-,t) 
To discuss the stability of W k -v we decompose each Sk where each element in S k has layers that are separated and do not touch the boundary of Q ; namely, we define [a;s1,...,s k] The assertion of the lemma follows from the observation that in every small neighbourhood of every elem ent/in $ c U (U^=1 <£%), there smaller energies than that of / and the energy levels for < oc, Sk, k = 0, are discrete (Lemma 4.4 (v) ).
(c) Completion of the proof of Theorem 4.1 It is sufficient to show that oj consists of a singleton. Suppose t h a t/x a n d /2 belong to (o(g). It follows that there exist sequences {tn} and {rn} tending to infinity such that in L 00(£2) limn^00 w?(^n) = f x and limbh> 00^( tb) = / 2 and by Corollary 4.4, b o th^ and / 2 belong to the same set being one of {S' , $ £ ,..., , $c}.
In the case A e (UfLi 6%) U S\, it follows, by Lemmas 4. (4.8)
In fact, otherwise measure {x:\ug(x,rn)\ = 1} > for some positive 8 and for a sequence r n converging to oo. It then follows that there exists an / e (o(g) such that |/(a)| = 1 for some a^{0, en, 2en, ...,Ken, 1}. Hence f £ $ c, which is a contradiction. Therefore (4.8) must hold.
Solving the ordinary differential equation (4. 
u°(x,t) -aK+1(t)cos((K + l)nx) = a,K+1(t) cos(a;/e), O O u~(x,t) = S ak(t) cos (knx).
k -K + 2 [tN, tN + d) . It follows that for all te [tN,tN+ ug(x,t) solves the linear parabolic equation and aK+1(t) = aK+1 (tN) . Therefore, for all f e [tN, ttf-bd] , which is a contradiction. Therefore,
ug(x, t) = u+(x, t) + aK+1(tN) cos (x/e) + u~(x, t) = ug(x, tN) + (u+(x, t)-u+(x, tN)) + (u~(x, t) -u~(x, tN)).
This implies that
ug(x,t) = u+(x,t) + aK+1(tN)cos(x/e) + u~(x, t) o o).
Consequently, by (4.11) and (4.12), lim ug(x, t) = aK+1(tN) cos (x/e) Vice [0,1].
t-+ oo
The assertion of the lemma follows. This also completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. ■ Remark 4.10. Because ||wj < 1 in [^, oo) implies = ak(tN) (t_^) for all l ff fa,®*{|) = 0 for all k = 0,1, . . . , Ka nd t^t N\ that is, 0 X. C. was supported in part by the NSF grant DMS-9200459. C. M. E. was supported in part by the Institute for Mathematics and Its Applications (Minneapolis) with funds provided by NSF and in part by SERC grants GR/F85659 and GR/H61445. The computations shown in figure 1 were done by A. Gardiner supported by SERC.
